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Abstract: The paper presents the model of operator’s specialist traveling crane for
qualitative needs of studies on human work place. The crane accepted for analysis supports
the metallurgical process of rolling sheets.
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1 Introduction

Material handling devices are playing the crucial role in metallurgical technological
processes, in particular the overhead traveling cranes equipped with special manipulators
being the part of large dimensional rail handling devices group.  Performance carried out by
the overhead traveling cranes and operation conditions are assigned to the metallurgical
process that is carried out. Activities are most usually performed in man-device system,
whereas an operator plays the superior role in decisive processes [Oziemski 1999,
Ważyńska-Fiok, Jaźwiński 1990]. Efficiency of supporting activities of technological
process within transportation by use of cranes is a sum of operator’s and device’s potential.

The subject of the publication is the model of operator - specialist overhead traveling
crane system for the need of qualitative studies of human’s work place. It has been assumed
that the main object of studies is the operator - specialist crane system that supports the
process of rolling sheets.

2 Model of the man-device system

Publications’ review concerning man-device system exploitation enable to observe the
essential change of interests in the four fields [Drzymała, Szpytko 2001, Oziemski 2001]:
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- from perceiving the reality as a set of elements independent from each other to the
organized systems,

- from the constancy to variability of reality,
- from reactive behavior and human inferiority to proactive performance and human

superiority,
- from energetic to informative perception of reality.

Considering above, the model of operator-crane system has been worked out and
presented in Figure 1. The model includes: an operator working in a certain environment,
specialist crane operating in a determined exploitation environment, object of operation as a
partial task of technological process (surrounding). The task to be fulfilled within the
technological process is analyzed and processed by an operator regarding process’s
feasibility and execution (decisive process). Moreover further carrying out as a sequence of
partial activities by use of devices of an adequate functional structure (process realization).
Both operator and crane are characterized by the determined exploitation potentials
[Woźniak, Jaźwiński, Szpytko 2002] oriented at operational subject in the defined
conditions.

The decision-realization processes take place due to the operator-crane system.
Decisive processes amount to decision making concerning operation’s feasibility based on
load shifting conditions regarding operation subject, technical state of a device and
surrounding. Realization processes comprise operation subject and surrounding
identification, load shifting trajectory determination and its optimization, determination of
device movements’ sequence.

Decisive and process realizations that occur in the specified environmental conditions
are most frequently disturbed. The disturbances of decisive process mean the limitation in
information availability (i.e. hearing perception, in case of excessive noise and visual, in
case of limited visibility), as well as others that have the destructive influence on the
operator (i.e. temperature, noise, and humidity).  The disturbances of process realization
might act continuously (i.e. temperature, humidity, dustiness) or in a changeable way (i.e.
wind, other extreme conditions possible to occur during breakdowns).

Management plays the vital role in operator-crane system exploitation, in particular:
work organization, strategy, culture and environment. On the operator-crane system
exploitation there has been work organization imposed (a sequence of diversified
purposeful activities), for which the parameters have been distinguished: labour time, work
intensity without breaks, time of a day or shift, information supply (auditory, visual).

In operator-crane system the relations between system’s elements have been pointed
out, which are fundamental in quality tests on operator’s work place.

The purposeful activity oriented at technological process is an object of evaluation by
use of quality indicators (i.e.: safety, reliability, cost). The performance of operator-crane
system can be described in the following way:

Q = f (Pi, Z, Ei, O) (1)
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Figure 1. Operator-crane system model
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where:
Q – quality indicator for evaluation of technological process oriented activities,
Pi – i-th potential of operator/man (i = 1) and crane system (i = 2),
Z – tasks to be realized as a sequence of technological process oriented activities,
Ei – i-th  type  of decision process disturbances (i = 1) and realization process disturbances

(i = 2),
O –  work organization in operator-crane system.

To determine the influence of the distinguished variables on the purposeful realization
of activities being assessed it is required to work out the methodology and apply the
suitable research tools.

3 Operator’s work environment

The most meaningful in man-crane system is operator’s work environment
distinguished in the model (Figure 1). Usually, two types of operator’s work environment
can be pointed out: with no extra protection (operator working in device’s working space,
i.e. in the hall), with extra protection (i.e. cabins, special housing). Special cranes that carry
out the technological process are usually controlled from the cabin attached under the
crane’s bridge girder.

Operator’s working environment comprises:
- a cabin equipped with active and passive protection concerning thermal, vibratory,

noise interactions, as well as the facilities that enable information gathering or
with no protection against external environmental  influences  and no other
facilities,

- a seat equipped with active and passive or no seat provided (Fig.2), regarding
ergonomic in accordance to operator’s requirements,

- control desk equipped with motion mechanism control (Fig.3), regarding possible
technical solutions and the way of control.

Figure 2. Operator’s work environment in the cabin
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Figure 3. Exemplary crane’s motion mechanism control

The vital role in operator’s work environment creating is played by technique,
informatics and management. Operator’s cabin tests of rational design, taking human needs
into consideration have been the subject of paper [Dziechciowski, Stolarski, Wiciak 2001].

4 Final remarks

On the ground of knowledge state analysis concerning the man-device exploitation, the
model of man-overhead traveling crane system has been elaborated.  The model deals with
organized system, its changeability, and proactive performance with human superiority
within decision making on the basis of the possessed information.

For the need of anthropocentric design of operators’ workplace, the conception of
quality test program for operator-crane-technological process of rolling sheet system has to
be elaborated. The aim of the undertaken studies is to establish the influence of physical
and psychical outlay of crane’s operator, his work environment and organization on
performance quality in operator-crane system.

Tools, which are planned to be implemented, include:
- environmental interview along with questionnaires for the need of knowledge and

skills evaluation regarding operator’s ability to carry out duties with use of a
crane,

- holter for qualitative evaluation of psychical and physical predisposition of crane’s
operator who carry out performance in a given workplace and in the real external
conditions.
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